New Opportunities to Access High Resolution Imagery for Affordable Cadastral Mapping
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See a better world.
Space provides the unique vantage point to map the changing planet, at it’s finest detail
And providing a look into the past, present and future
And providing a look into the past, present and future
In 3D as well
Fit for Purpose Mapping of Cadaster from Imagery

- 3D urban cadaster
- Precise land cadaster using stereo imagery and ground targets
- Rapid cadaster mapping using country wide mosaics
- Consensus cadaster mapping from large area printed maps
While keeping in mind cadaster updates for decades to come.
DigitalGlobe offers unique products and business models to fit your cadaster mapping needs

- **Products and services**
  - Country wide mosaics
  - 3D Models/Stereo imagery
  - Frequent updates of your country
  - Vector alignment and conflation

- **Business models**
  - Varying license terms (derivatives, time frame, view/download, sharing, etc.)
  - Online and offline
  - Usage based